Courses required to complete the degree will be highlighted in PINK.
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AN APPLICATION FOR GRADUATION MUST BE FILED IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT RECORDS DURING THE REGULAR SEMESTER OR SUMMER TERM PRIOR TO THE SEMESTER OR SUMMER TERM IN WHICH THE STUDENT PLANS TO COMPLETE GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS. GRADUATION APPLICATIONS, AVAILABE ON THE REGISTRAR’S WEBSITE, MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT RECORDS BY APRIL 1 FOR FALL GRADUATES AND BY NOVEMBER 1 FOR SPRING AND SUMMER GRADUATES.

Degree Audit tracks your academic progress and should be used as an advising tool. It is NOT AN OFFICIAL document. Note that the overall GPA reflected on your Degree Plan does NOT calculate the grade point average for the original attempt(s) at any courses that you are currently repeating. Your Degree Plan will only calculate the repeated attempt upon completion of the repeated course. THE GPA ON WHICH YOU WILL BE EVALUATED IS THE OVERALL GPA REFLECTED ON YOUR TRANSCRIPT. NOTE REMEDIAL COURSES DO NOT COUNT TOWARDS GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS.

Program Status: In progress

Current: 45.00
Earned: 28.00
Remaining: 17.00

Required
Institutional Credits: 45.00
GPA: 3.00

Combined Credits: 124.00
GPA: 2.00

(*) Anticipates completion of in-progress and registered courses
(**) GPA does not include credits with pending repeats

# hours to reach 124 credits
# left to reach 45 hours to award

Statuses: Waived, CeComplete, I=In progress, N=Not started
P=Pending completion of unfinished activity

N) 1: GEC Language Literacy
   > Take the following courses:
   Credits: 4
   N) TAKE ENG-1301 1 course needed

N) 2: GEC Analytic Literacy
   Complete 1 of 2 subrequirements:
   1) A: Math/1 Lab Science
      > Take two math courses and one science course.
      Credits: 4
      Unless a student transfers in with MAT 1302 ? 2
      Sciences, we recommend this option because of
      the MAT 1310 requirement for BBA.

N) 3: GEC Cultural Literacy
   Credits: 6
   Complete all 4 subrequirements:
   N) A: History
      > Take the following course:
      HIS-2322 Fund of Mod Am H 1 course needed

N) B: Fine Arts
   > Choose 3 hours from one of the following: ART, FAR, MAP,
   > MUS, or THA:
   > TAKE 3 HOURS OF ART, FAR, MUS, THA, OR MAP:
   3 credits needed

N) D: Arts/His/Rel/Spc:
   > Choose 3 hours from Group 1, Group 2, Group 3, or Group 4:
   > Group 1: ART, FAR, MAP, MUS, THA,
   > Group 2: HIS-2321, HIS-2301, HIS-2303, PHI-2301, PHI-2321,
   > Group 3: any 3 hours of BIB or REL.
   > Group 4: SPC-1301
   > Or take SPC1301
   3 credits needed

N) P: Exercise Science
   Complete 1 of 3
   > Take 1 of the following courses:
   > 13/SU2
   1 course needed

I) 4: GEC Social Literacy
   Credits: 6
   Complete both subrequirements:
   N) Exercise Science
      > Take 1 of the following course:
      Hours earned:
      Hours in progress:
      Hours lacking for degree:
      Comments:

we recommend BBA students take SPC as this requirement if they have not completed it because of SPC requirement for BBA.
ALL prerequisite courses MUST have a grade of a C or higher - please pay attention to grades especially in those classes.

Before advising a student to take a course, make sure prereqs are complete.

**Prerequisites are listed in orange**